Powerful, Integrated, Staff Scheduling

ImageTrend’s **Scheduler** module reduces administrative time and relieves frustration of creating shift schedules. Balance the needs of your agency or department with the availability of staff for efficiency and responsiveness. ImageTrend takes away the guesswork and creates schedules that work with your system for additional automation and time savings.

**Reusable Templates**
Create shift templates that can be reused to easily generate schedules. Templates can be built from the simplest A, B, and C shift schedules to the most complex multivariate schedules. A shift template is flexible enough to allow for variances, such as personal or administrative leave, without having to rebuild a shift template from scratch.

**Fully Integrated**
The scheduler module integrates with your ImageTrend EMS Service Bridge™ or Rescue Bridge™ software to populate NFIRS reports with apparatus and personnel based on scheduling at the time of the call. Activity and training records can populate attendee information based on shift data. The Scheduler module also works with schedules for investigations or inspections to view a department’s full schedule at a glance without having to launch separate modules.

**Flexible for Schedule Variances**
Shifts can be built based on roles to allow flexibility where the schedule is known but the person filling the role is not yet determined. The available slots can be filled at any point before the shift begins. Additionally, staff are able to sign up for shifts or trade shifts, with the ability to add an approval stage.

**Multiple, Personalized Views**
Calendar views can be filtered to show recorded events exclusive of or in combination with shift schedules for periods such as day, week, month or daily log. Personalized calendar views can be saved for quick access. Different categories are color-coded and labeled for high visibility. Each item on the calendar is clickable for greater detail, and those with the appropriate level of access permissions can click to view NFIRS or ePCR incident data within the date range shown. Users also have the option to display the calendar as a timeline.

**Mobile Data for a Busy Crew**
Designed for efficiency and convenience, personnel are able to access and view schedules on a mobile device with ImageTrend Schedule Xpress™. Administrators can reduce cost and waste from printing schedules on paper, while improving crew readiness.
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